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Teacher Resources

North Carolina Pig Farms Video Essay 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pQaxUA6aWQg
http://www.arcgis.com
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8. Save.
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7. Lagoons. Swine NC Uncheck
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days in an area that does not  produce vegetation. 

 45 than more for animals confines that operation feeding animal concentrated a as defined is CaFO 

 Sign into your ArcGIS online account. 
 Click NC Hog Farming. 
 Save in your organizational with appropriate metadata. 
 Click Change Style under CaFOs NC. 
 Choose CaFOs as the attribute. 
 Click DONE. 
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 Points. of Count by features Label 
 Labels. Create select and layer initials 
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7. ANALYSIS. RUN
6. extent. map current Use Uncheck
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  Each in 
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Lagoons of Number name: layer Result For 

 summarize. to layer the as Lagoons Swine NC Choose 
 layer. polygon the as NC CaFOs Choose 

 Within. Data>>Summarize Summarize Click 
 Lagoons. Swing NC under button analysis perform the Click 

 county. each for totaled lagoons of number the with map a for asked has 
 environment. the into waste animal the releaseing lagoon the of top the over
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http://www.arcgis.com
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 ANALYSIS. RUN 
 extent. map current Use Uncheck 

 initials. mile_your 1 Buffer be: should name Result 
 Options>>Dissolve. Click 

 mile. 1 is size Buffer 
 buffer. to layer the is Streams and Rivers USA 

 Buffers. Proximity>>Create Use 
 Analysis. Perform on click Streams and River USA 
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 ANALYSIS. RUN 
 extent. map current Use Uncheck 
 Lagoons_yourinitials.  Endangered

 layer: resulting the Name 
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 layer. overlay the for USA_Rivers_and_Streams of Buffer Choose 
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 Layers. Data>>Overlay Manage 
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